Instructions for travel to the Texas State University Avery Building in Round Rock are listed below. Directions are also available at [http://www.rrhec.txstate.edu/sites.html](http://www.rrhec.txstate.edu/sites.html) The Avery Building is located at 1555 University Blvd. (FM 1431) which is about 2 ½ miles east of IH 35 in northeast Round Rock.

**Directions from LOCATIONS NORTH OF ROUND ROCK:**
1. Start out going SOUTH on I-35.
2. Take EXIT #256 toward University Blvd (FM 1431).
3. Turn LEFT GO onto University Blvd
4. Keep STRAIGHT for about 2 miles.
   AVERY BUILDING, 1555 University Blvd. will be on RIGHT
5. SIDE.(look for TxState Sign)

**Directions from SOUTH, CENTRAL AUSTIN and SAN MARCOS area:**
1. Start out going NORTH on I-35.
2. Take EXIT #256 toward University Blvd (FM 1431).
3. Turn RIGHT onto University Blvd
4. Keep STRAIGHT for about 2 miles.
5. AVERY BUILDING, 1555 University Blvd. will be on RIGHT
   SIDE.(look for TxState Sign)

When you enter the parking area for Texas State University you can park in the perimeter areas (purple) areas on both sides of the Avery Building. A parking map available at [http://www.parking.txstate.edu/round-rock#parking-map](http://www.parking.txstate.edu/round-rock#parking-map) Please do not park in the gated lot or in the faculty (red) or visitor (yellow) areas. After you park please enter the Avery Building and stop by the registration desk, so you can pick up a parking pass which you can put on the dash of your car. Parking enforcement is very aggressive so be sure to put a parking pass on your car and park in the correct (purple) areas.